We present a resolution to the refutation provided by Ferraro et. al (arxiv.org, May 2009), for the proof of N P = P in [Aslam, arxiv.org, March 2009]. We also provide a correct solution to the counter example and additional results that explain why some issues raised in the cited refutation are not quite valid.
Atomic CVMP Definition 1.1. A CVMP, p in Γ(n), is called an atomic CVMP if p cannot be expressed as a sequence of two or more CVMPs.
We will revise the definition of V M P set as follows. Let CV M P Set(a i , b j ) be a representation for a set of CVMPs between a common pair of mdags at the node pair (a i , b j ) in Γ(n), mirroring the data structure V M P Set(a i , b j ) defined in [Asl08] .
Let V M P List(x, y) be a collection of VMPs between a common pair (d x , d y ) of mdags at the node pair (x, y) in Γ(n). For the uniformity of representation each VMP in V M P List(x, y) will be represented as V M P Set(x, y) even though there is exactly one VMP in V M P Set(x, y). (Note that the pair (d x , d y ) is implied by the context of REDGE and SEDGE matrices [Asl08])
Now we define a list of shortest VMPs between two common mdags as follows. Definition 1.2. A VMP list, V M P List(a, b), is called atomic if, for all V M P List(x, y) containing smaller VMPs, |V M P List(x, y)| = 1 ≤ |V M P List(a, b)|. for every V M P Set(x, y) in V M P List(x, y), covered by some VMP in V M P List(a, b).
Let V M P Seq(x, y) be a sequence of atomic V M P Lists between a common pair (d x , d y ) of qualified mdags (called nconn, defined in [Asl08] ) at the node pair (x, y) in Γ(n), such that each VMP in a VMPList can multiply the adjacent VMP in the next VMPList in the sequence. That is,
such that ∀p i ∈ V M P List(a i , a i+1 ), p 0 p 1 · · · p r is a VMP in Γ(n), where r < n − 1, a 0 = x, a r+1 = y. Lemma 1.3. The ER of each atomic CVMP, p in a CV M P Set(a, b) can always be maintained to be the same over CV M P Set(a, b) for any bipartite graph.
The proof will follow from the following constructs and algorithm for a revised AddV M P () operation.
From the above definition of atomic CVMP and the parallel between an atomic CVMP and an R-edge, one can verify the following result This Lemma essentially tells us that the ER of each atomic CVMP can vary over the set of atomic CVMPs which constitute a perfect matching, while the ER of each atomic CVMP in a CV M P Set(a, b) can be preserved.
The JoinVMP() and AddVMP() operations in Algorithm 3 in [Asl08] are to be modified to follow the following rules:
The mapping f 1 in (1.1) covers essentially the scenario given in the counter example in [Fra09] ). We will now provide a correct solution to the counter example and then present the algorithms for the revised operations. Finally we present the proof of Lemma 1.3 and the correctness of the revised algorithm.
The Counter Example Re-visited
First we note that the mdags in V M P Set(a, b) in [Asl08] are implied by the context, and thus all the VMPs are between the two mdags induced by the node pair (a, b) where the R-and S-edges are defined by the context given by the REDGE and SEDGE matrices.
Let CV M P Set(c 3 , c 8 ) [ Fig. 1(b) ] be an atomic CVMP already found such that both the CVMPs in CV M P Set(c 3 , c 8 ) have the same ER.
To make the technique explicitly clear, we add one more node pair (x, x) in the bipartite graph BG ′ , giving the node (x9, 1x) in Γ(10). Note that without this additional node there is no common mdag pair for (the old) V M P Set(c 1 , c 3 ), and the refutation pointed out in [Fra09] does not really hold.
Let V M P Seq(x, c 3 ) be formed as defined above, containing exactly one atomic V M P List(x, c 3 ) which has two VMPSets. VMPSetA(x, c3)
Figure 1: Corrected Evaluation of VMPSets
Then we perform the following two multiplications:
where the two VMPs, V M P SetA(x, c 3 ) and V M P SetB(x, c 3 ) are shown in [ Fig. 1(b) ].
To maintain the ER of each CVMP in the new CVMPSet, we add a newly formed product to the CVMPSet only if the ERs of all potentially affected nodes remain satisfied. (There is a further refinement to this logic covered in the following Algorithm 1) Since the first multiplication with V M P SetA does not lead to satisfying the ERs of c 4 and c 6 both, we do not perform AddV M P (V M P SetA(x, c 3 ) × CV M P Set(c 3 , c 8 ), CV M P Set(x, c 8 )). Therefore,
and which gives |CV M P Set(x, c 8 )| = 2. Now we can formally define the function which determines when a VMP in a VMPList can be added to the new set of CVMPs.
Algorithm 1 ERQualifier (vmpJumpEdgeList, allJumpEdgeList)
Require: vmpJumpEdgeList has all the R-edges specific to this VMP in V M P List(a, b) and incident on any node in CV M P Set(b, c). Ensure: The ER of each new CVMP is independent of the R-edges not in vmpJumpEdgeList.
1: affectedNodes ⇐ allJumpEdgeList − vmpJumpEdgeList 2: addV M P ⇐ true; 3: for all (x, y) ∈ affectedNodes do {Evaluate the ER of each node}
4:
if (SE(x, y) ∈ ER(y)) then
5:
addV M P ⇐ false;
6:
break;
7:
end if 8: end for 9: return addV M P ;
The following algorithm builds a larger CVMP from a given pair of VMPList and CVMPSet, and maintains the ER of each new CVMP in the set to be the same. determine vmpJumpEdgeList from vmp {specified by ERQualifier()}
5:
if (ERQualifier (vmpJumpEdgeList, AllJumpEdgeList)) then 6:
newCV M P Set ⇐ AddV M P (tempCV M P Set, newCV M P Set) First we note that each VMP in P (m a , m b ) containing an S-edge gives rise to one jump edge that could span beyond the node b. Since R-paths can not contribute to any jump edges, there are at least Ω(r) jump edges which must be incident on Ω(r) nodes in the CVMP set P (m b , m c ), in order that each associated VMP multiplies each CVMP q in P (m b , m c ). Also, each such node in P (m b , m c ) must be covered by each q ∈ P (m b , m c ).
Second, we note that each node in any partition in P (m b , m c ) can receive at the most 2 R-edges. Therefore, r ≤ 2 * |q|. Clearly, since q ≤ O(n), and the number of R-paths between two R-edges can not exceed O(n), the result follows.
RESPONSE TO THE REFUTATION OF NP = P essentially for a simultaneous ER satisfiability. Those VMPs that are not thus included in C are left to be satisfied by another multiplication composition.
The Lemma 3 in [Fra09] provides result on the exponentially many CVMPs having different SEs. By Lemma 1.4 we need to maintain the ERs only over a set of atomic CVMPs, and each atomic CVMPSet can give rise to exactly one edge as SE, similar to an R-edge. Therefore, the number of CVMPs that are not atomic are irrelevant.
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